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Abstract:

This paper describes an approach for increasing the effectiveness of mobile software system testing. A
Cloud Testing of Mobile Systems (CTOMS) framework is presented in the form of a cloud service that
provides the ability to run tests on a variety of remote mobile devices. This framework is based on a
heterogeneous networked system that connects operational computers, mobile devices, and databases with
software applications. Our research focuses on building a concept and a prototype of CTOMS that supports
testing Android mobile applications in the cloud. CTOMS allows multidirectional testing, providing the
opportunities to test an application on different devices and/or operating system (OS) versions and new
device models for their compatibility with the newest OS versions and the most popular applications.
Another new aspect is to embed the test model, specifically the appropriate testing techniques for mobile
development, within the framework. For users, this model will provide suggestions from CTOMS about the
test methods, criteria, coverage, and possible test cases. These suggestions are based on available
configurations, statistics, and resource constraints.

1

INTRODUCTION

Mobile developments are presented nowadays as a
variety of different applications with different
quality requirements. Interest in critical mobile
applications that require high-level reliability and
security is growing rapidly. For instance, mobile
applications have become commonplace for online
banking (Bank of America, 2013), and some
researchers are discussing the use of smartphones
and tablets at nuclear power plants (Moser, 2012). A
new trend is to use smartphones as components for
mobile cyber-physical systems because the powerful
hardware has a variety of sensors (White et al.,
2010). Examples of such systems include mobile
applications for notifications about hurricanes (Carr,
2012), monitoring cardiac patients (Leijdekkers,
2006), and traffic monitoring (Work and Bayen,
2008).
To guarantee the mobile applications’ reliability
and security, sufficient testing is required on a
variety of heterogeneous devices as well as on
different OS. Android development is the most
representative example of how different applications
should function amid a plethora of hardware-
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software combinations (uTest, 2013). Adequately
testing all of these platforms is too expensive—
perhaps impossible—especially for small resourceconstrained mobile development companies.
This paper describes a framework that facilitates
the testing of mobile applications. The idea is to
create a cloud service that provides the ability to run
tests on a variety of remote mobile devices (i.e.,
smartphones). The proposed framework is based on
a heterogeneous networked system that connects
operational computers, mobile devices, and
databases with applications. This framework is
presented as a combination of hardware
(smartphones) and software (applications) that
allows for different testing directions. For instance,
it is possible to test a new smartphone model for its
compatibility with mobile applications and to test a
new application on different smartphone models.
This framework—CTOMS—serves as Testing as a
Service (TaaS) for mobile development.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the current state-of-the-art cloud testing
and the testing of mobile systems and applications.
Section 3 presents CTOMS, including its ability for
multidirectional testing, and the use of testing
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models that allow users to choose specific testing
methods for their systems. The issues of security and
performance testing using CTOMS are also analyzed
and described. A high-level CTOMS architecture is
suggested in Section 4. Elements of prototyping and
feasibility studies of the framework are described in
Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and
proposes the directions for future work.

2

RELATED WORKS

A variety of cloud testing services exist to facilitate
software testing (Inçki et al., 2012); (Vilkomir,
2012); (Tilley and Parveen, 2012), including testing
mobile applications (Priyanka et al., 2012). Several
of these services provide remote access to connected
smartphones in order to accomplish their testing
(Perfecto Mobile, 2013); (Keynote Device
Anywhere, 2013). Of these, the Perfecto Mobile
service provides a well-suited example of optimum
core functionality for our proposed CTOMS
framework. Specifically, Perfecto Mobile aids
mobile developers in using remote smartphones for
manual testing, recording of scripts, and automatic
running of tests on a range of models. The CTOMS
framework offers two key enhancements over
existing testing services: multidirectional testing
capabilities and integration of the testing model into
the functionality of the service. Apkudo’s device
analytics (Rowinski, 2012) provide some elements
of multidirectional testing by testing devices on the
top 200 apps from the market. Keynote
DeviceAnywhere Test Planner provides elements of
testing techniques by suggesting a set of devices to
use for testing. While these services do not offer the
total range of desired comprehensive functionalities
compared with CTOMS, they point to the interest in
this testing direction.
A scientific testbed for a cloud solution is
discussed in Konstantinidis et al. (2012). Usage of a
set of plug-ins for different testing methods as a part
of the cloud testing framework is considered in
Jenkins et al. (2011). Cloud testing distributed
systems is analyzed in Tilley and Parveen (2012),
Rhoton and Haukioja (2011), and Coulouris et al.
(2011).
Many testing approaches were investigated
specifically for Android applications, including
automation of testing and GUI testing (Hu and
Neamtiu, 2011); (Ridene and Barbier, 2011), testing
frameworks that use distributed networked solutions
(Ridene and Barbier, 2011); (Mahmood et al., 2012),
security testing (Mahmood et al., 2012), and others.

Many investigations justify Android selection as
a base mobile platform for the CTOMS prototype.
Thus, according to Gartner, Android devices hold
the best part of the market (Haselton, 2012), and
forecasts by Forbes indicate that the Android
platform will advance to meet enterprise
requirements soon (Fidelman, 2012). Previous
research regarding bugs statistics in Android OS
(Maji, 2010) proves that Android has effectively
organized an open-sourced bug-tracking system that
can be helpful in further investigations.

3
3.1

THE CTOMS CONCEPT
Multidirectional Testing

This paper aims to generalize the concept of the
cloud service that provides mobile devices for
testing. The CTOMS framework extends the typical
functionality and provides the ability to test OS
version updates and new hardware devices against
most popular or/and important applications. It is
important to be confident that the legacy mobile
applications will still work properly in a new
environment.

Figure 1: Multidirectional testing.

Figure 1 illustrates the concept of multidirectional
testing. It shows the three main types of objects in
the system: applications (apps), devices (hardware),
and versions of OS. CTOMS provides the ability to
test each side on/against others; in other words, it
provides multidirectional testing from all possible
perspectives. All use cases are in high demand.
Simple lines show existing services. Dashed lines
show partially new use cases; see Rowinski (2012)
for an analogue of testing new devices against
applications. Bold arrows show totally new
functionality.
The current study considers cloud solutions for
the following scenarios:
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1. Application developers can test a product on
different devices and/or OS versions.
2. OS developers can test new versions of an OS on
a set of modern devices and the most popular
apps to ensure compatibility.
3. Hardware developers can test new device models
for their compatibility with the newest OS
versions and the most popular applications.
The innovative aspect of our approach is that it
provides testing of new OS version against the top
popular applications (and test cases used for their
development). The relevance of such functionality
becomes obvious if we consider how rapidly new
versions of iOS or Android systems are released.
The same acute situation applies to hardware, thus
the device fragmentation testing matrix for Android
development can have nearly 4,000 separate
Android device models (uTest, 2013).
In general, the need to test OS or hardware
against applications is driven by critical systems that
contain mobile applications. In such systems, it is
very important to guarantee the dependability of
crucial applications with a newer version of the OS
or a new device. Critical mobile applications must
still work properly after OS updates and provide the
same reliability, or else the resulting faults can be
very expensive. The presence of all testing
perspectives in the CTOMS framework provides the
ability to comprehensively test mobile systems
because the hardware components are also key ones
for them.

Android development is the most representative
example of the problem of diverse configurations to
be tested. The variety of heterogeneous devices, OS
versions, screen resolutions, and other parameters is
significant. The popularity of the Android operating
system necessarily makes the question of cloud
testing extremely important. As such, this research
focuses first on building a prototype of the CTOMS
that supports Android testing. The following
sections offer solutions from both the architecture
and implementation points of view. The proposed
CTOMS framework also takes into consideration the
possibility of support for different kinds of devices:
from smartphones to mobile robots and from
microcontroller-based embedded systems to fieldprogrammable hardware (Kharchenko et al., 2009).

3.2

The CTOMS Structure

The conceptual structure of the CTOMS framework
contains several layers of mechanisms and
functionalities. Each should be analyzed,
architected, and implemented in a final
comprehensive system. Figure 2 illustrates these
layers and their connections with possible use cases:
1. The contributor of the device only invests in
hardware by connecting it to the cloud system.
2. The application developer uploads the
application under test (source codes or binary),
specifies test cases (automated scripts or unit
tests), gets results as pass/fail statistics or
screenshots for checkpoints, manually accesses
selected devices for debugging, etc.

Figure 2: The CTOMS structure and use cases.
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3. The application developer uploads the
application under test (source codes or binary),
specifies test cases (automated scripts or unit
tests), gets results as pass/fail statistics or
screenshots for checkpoints, manually accesses
selected devices for debugging, etc.
4. The device producers test new devices against
the base of apps and OS software in CTOMS.
Test scripts available in the system for chosen
apps can be used. Producers can also specify
their own test scenarios.
5. The OS producer connects the devices with new
OS versions to the cloud or uploads update
packages to the database. Then the new OS
versions are tested with apps/scripts/ devices in
the system. OS producers can also specify their
own test scenarios.
Figure 2 shows that each user can provide a “testing
model” while using the framework. For application
developers, this means specifying a test strategy,
namely, what tests need to be performed on what
devices and how. For example, they can specify
their own test scripts; select devices, OS versions,
coverage, methods to check if a test is passed, etc.
For other users, this means not only specification of
test strategy or rules of testing (in case of
contributor), but also how to perform the testing on
connected devices. For example, the settings can be
made for which or how many applications to test.
The technical interface of the system for
contributors, as well as OS and hardware producers,
is almost the same.
The innovative feature of CTOMS is its testing
model that serves as an internal mechanism and
additional service for users (layer inside cloud on the
Figure 2). This aspect is described in more details in
the next section.
The databases in CTOMS store the software
(applications and OS versions), the testing results,
the statistical information about testing, and user
information for granting privileges based on the
billing and for providing multi-tenancy, etc.
This work with devices requires the development
of three additional layers: load balancing of tests
execution, diagnostic facilities, and heterogeneous
device connections. All of these layers (inside the
cloud in Figure 2) should be investigated in
accordance with earlier specified new use cases,
along with the creation of corresponding
methodologies. Load balancing of tests execution
system means algorithms to distribute test cases
between connected smartphones in optimal ways
with respect to time of operation and wait time of
other users. Simultaneously, general scalability

should also be taken into account.
The main high-level architecture solutions for the
challenges above are described in Section 4.

3.3

Testing Model

Another new aspect proposed in this study is to
embed the test model, i.e., appropriate testing
techniques for mobile development within the cloud
framework. Specifically, pair-wise testing (Kuhn et
al., 2009) is considered for this purpose. The pairwise testing combinatorial approach aids in dealing
with large amounts of different combinations of
hardware and software parameters that should be
covered by the tests. Coverage evaluation is a crucial
activity within mobile testing. According to the
Android Developers website (Android Developers,
2013), there are nine families of Android OS present
in the market (not counting subversions and builds
without Google APIs), four types of screen
resolution (small, normal, large, extra), and four
levels of screen density. Other parameters, such as
the type of Internet connection (WiFi, 3G), size of
ram, vendor, and processor’s characteristics, should
also be taken into consideration n order to provide
adequate coverage during testing. Some examples of
combinatorial tests based on different configurations
of Android application can be found in Kuhn et al.
(2010). Other techniques, including t-wise testing
(Lei et al., 2007), MC/DC (Chilenski and Miller,
1994), and RC/DC (Vilkomir and Bowen, 2006)
testing criteria, are also considered for integration
with CTOMS.
From a user’s point of view, the embedding of a
testing model operates as suggestions provided by
CTOMS: namely, suggestions relating to what
hardware-software configurations need to be tested,
the testing criterion to choose, the minimal test
coverage required, the risk statistics about particular
device configurations, etc. As a result, a user can
choose an appropriate testing model for a given
situation in terms of desired budget, time,
requirements, etc.
A testing model must also provide the general
organization of testing (i.e., launching tests, storing
results, etc.). This provides an opportunity to collect
statistics in the system, and for instance, to advise a
user that a particular device caused the main part of
defects during other similar applications testing.
CTOMS can also be considered for providing
reliability, performance, and security testing. In the
context of security testing, the following variants of
additional services are proposed:
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 Implementation of different kinds of static
analysis.
 Whitebox approaches based on decompiling Java
classes (Mahmood et al., 2012).
 Model-driven approaches for security and
language-based security analysis.
 Automated stress security testing.
For performance testing, it is proposed to use
frame rate counters similar to Windows phone
Emulator (Windows Phone Dev Center, 2013).
For reliability testing, detailed usage of statistics
is proposed in conjunction with the long-term
performing of tests.
A detailed design of the CTOMS framework
aims to provide the ability to extend functionality
with such kinds of testing in a way similar to plugins. The global goal is to create a comprehensive
testing environment.

4

ARCHITECTURE OF CTOMS

The architecture of a networked system, such as
CTOMS, can vary significantly in its level of
complexity. For example, the size of the desired
distributed solution is one dependent factor. CTOMS
can be architected as a single PC computer with
connected smartphones, or as a comprehensive cloud
solution that operates hundreds of such PC nodes.
To achieve all of its goals, CTOMS should be
implemented from a large-scale perspective and
must correspond to all cloud computing features,
such as service delivery, scaling, virtualization,
elasticity, multi-tenancy, load balancing, universal
access, etc. The cloud type can also differ from a

public SaaS (Software as a Service) solution to a
private IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), with the
ability to provide a low-level configuration.
In this paper, trade-off solutions for CTOMS
complexity are suggested. The solutions include
leveraging public cloud providers, such as Google
App Engine (GAE) and Amazon AWS to create a
master application (layer) of the system in PaaS
(Platform as a Service). Computers with connected
mobile devices serve as “leaf nodes” and create a
slave layer of the system. They perform actual
testing on smartphones, collect results, and interact
with a master application through the Internet.
Figure 3 illustrates the high-level architecture of
CTOMS. It shows three layers of the system
interacting with each other. The separation of the
master layer as a public PaaS application gives the
ability to easily achieve both horizontal and vertical
scaling (layer 1 in Figure 3). The master layer does
not depend on the other layers, e.g., leaf nodes.
Besides, it also can leverage the highly scalable
databases and data storage provided by PaaS. The
master application has a comprehensive web
interface.
Communication between subsystems through the
Internet (web services) provides a convenient
scaling of layer 3. Leaf computers with smartphones
can be easily connected to a master application in
the cloud. They could also operate emulators (virtual
Android devices marked with a dashed line). The
interface for working with emulators and devices is
the same.
The middle layer 2 is optional. Its goal is to
leverage embedded Hadoop facilities of chosen
PaaS, particularly, MapReduce functionality. The

Figure 3: A variant of the CTOMS architecture.
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aim is to organize test distribution and results
gathering by the master application. The algorithms
for effective load balancing of tests execution still
are performed by the master application.

5

IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE CTOMS PROTOTYPE

The current study provides a prototyping of the
CTOMS according to a specified distributed
architecture of the desired cloud system. The first
and third layers, according to Figure 3, were
implemented as the first prototype. The resulting
system consists of the two web Java applications:
the master and the leaf node.
The created master application is placed in a
Google App Engine cloud (Google App Engine,
2013), and, from a user’s point of view, looks like a
web interface to upload Android applications’
binaries and test scripts and get testing results.
The MonkeyRunner tool (MonkeyRunner, 2013)
provided with Android SDK (Android SDK, 2013)
is used to perform and automate actual testing on
mobile devices. This was the easiest choice for
acquiring a useful system that reflects all the
required characteristics of similar testing services.
Our aim was not to create a new and better way of
testing automation or manual remote access to
smartphones, but to create a cloud system to
accommodate other improvements. Thus, the current
CTOMS prototype accepts scripts for the
MonkeyRunner tool and provides as testing results a
set of screenshots-checkpoints taken on different
devices to compare by user-tester. Then the user can
specify which screenshot shows a bug.
The following associated issues were elaborated:
scripts parallelization to run on several devices
simultaneously; automation of statistics of fail/pass
checks based on heuristic images comparison; and a
possibility to embed useful supporting frameworks
as AndroidViewClient (AndroidViewClient, 2013)
and ViewServer (ViewServer, 2013).
Users can also run the client application on their
own computers to perform local testing. The
functionalities are the same (except for the absence
of integrated testing techniques). In this case, the
computer plays the role of the leaf node.
Functionality of multidirectional testing is
provided in the CTOMS prototype. It gives an
opportunity to test a connected device against
applications and corresponding tests within the
database of the system. Then a user can compare
screenshots taken on the new device (or device with

installed new OS version) to nominal screenshots
taken on trustworthy old models. This new device
can be connected to the system from a user’s site
and serve in the private (not shared) mode. At the
same time, MonkeyRunner tests do not require
uploading a binary (APK file) and can simulate
common user interactions with Android OS.
The ACTS tool by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST, 2013) is used to
integrate a combinatorial testing model in CTOMS.
A correspondent interface is provided through the
master application.
All interconnections of the master application
and leaf nodes were implemented through RESTful
web services. This gives the ability to publicly
expose them as Application Programming Interfaces
(Jacobson et al., 2011).
Integration of static code analyzers to provide
quality indicators and reveal security vulnerabilities
was considered, but because such functionality can
serve as a fully separated service, it was moved to
further versions.

6

CONCLUSIONS

The CTOMS cloud framework is presented here as a
way to increase the quality of testing mobile
applications. The main concepts, architecture, and
prototype implementation are described. Integrating
a testing model in CTOMS allows researchers to
apply different testing techniques and provide
performance and security testing of mobile
applications. The current prototype provides ability
of functional testing and detecting user interface
related bugs (e.g., layout or graphic performance
issues).
A variety of extensions to the framework are
possible on conceptual and implementation levels.
The future work will focus on case studies and
experiments using CTOMS. In particular, using
possible crowdsourcing benefits provided by
CTOMS, we are going to investigate dependency
between bugs in mobile applications and updates of
OS, and show testing effectiveness of such a cloud
of devices. Development experience and preliminary
analysis of reviews and bug reports in Google Play
indicate high clustering of defects for a specific OS
version or smartphone model. For instance, based on
the latest reviews of Twitter Android app (Twitter,
2013), we can conclude that users have problems
with notifications on different devices under
Android 4.0.1. Some statistics on causes of mobile
app crashes (including crashes by OS version),
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provided by Crittercism (Crittercism, 2013), can be
found in Geron (2012).
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